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Technical Specifications, Standard and Optional

Dimensions 2000 x 800 height 1700 mm

Max line speed 100 bottles/min

Stainless steel aisi 304 panel with PLC Yes

Processing of multiple formats Yes

Min load sensor Yes

Reject occurred sensor Yes

Optional
Accumulation tank  Ø 800 

Vision system 
Suction hood
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Main Features, Benefits and Strengths 
The bottle marking line consists of a chain conveyor belt complete with adjustable feet, adjustable sides, polymer chain 
and gear motor. 

The marking line consists of a screw spacer, a code printing system (ex. dataMatrix) with adjustable ink jet print head, a 
code reading system with camera and a bottle discarding system with non-compliant printed code. 

The machine is equipped with an HMI panel through which the operator can insert the prescription, he can adjust the 
speed of the machine and keep monitored the status of all the components.
The code reader panel allows the operator to see the scanned photos and defects detected, while through the printer 
panel can be changed the print parameters.

Finally, lexan protections are installed on the line with access doors for cleaning and adjustment activities.
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Accumulation Tank
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Technical Specifications, Standard and Optional

Disk dimensions Ø 800 mm

Disk height from the ground 880 mm

Frame and casing material AISI 304

Diverters material AISI 304

Disk surface AISI 304

Adjustable feet Yes

Optional

Disk dimensions Ø 1000
Disk dimensions Ø 1200 

Upper cover in lexan material
HMI panel 

PLC
Speed control inverter 
Maximum load sensor

Main Features,
Benefits and Strengths 
The accumulation tank has been desi-
gned to be included in the packaging 
lines to accumulate product and ensure 
the continuity of operation.

The machine is composed of a disk of 
800 mm of diameter, a stainless ste-
el structure, adjustable diverters and a 
protective casing.

The gear motor and the stainless steel 
electrical panel with panel controls are 
installed inside the frame. 

The position of the product output di-
verters can be adjusted via the upper 
handles.
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